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How Can FinTech Change The Banking 
Landscape?
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What is Internet Anyway?
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What Happened to 3-6-3 Banking?
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Why are we talking about this?
Generation next?
Bigger the better?
 Internet? 
Regulations?
Core solution providers?
 Innovation?
Demand for better user experience?
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banks

These Are Your Customers of the Future!

“Gen Next” spend most of 
their lives on the screen:
• Digital natives
• Multi-screen and multi-

device
• “NoMophobes” and 

“Appdicts”
• Social and connected
• Critical and demanding
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From Industrial Revolution to Technology 
Disruption
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Funding to FinTech Firms is Increasing
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www
.wipfl
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The confluence of technology advances, cultural shifts, and 

regulatory changes has brought the banking industry to a pivotal 

moment. It’s true that new breeds of customers and competitors 

are seeking radical alternatives to the established order, 

jeopardizing profitable business lines and revenue streams 

previously taken for granted. But in the face of these challenges 

and threats—and in no small measure because of the energies 

they have unleashed—banks and other financial institutions have 

a unique opportunity and responsibility to redefine their role as 

trusted brokers in the new economy.
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What is the FinTech impact?
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What are Financial Institutions Doing About it?
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Let’s Talk Payments
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Top “Robo-Advisors” of 2017
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Welcome to the World of “Robo-Advisors”
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Online Lenders – Reaching Out to New 
“Communities”
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Top Six IMMEDIATE Next Steps

1. Improve the customer experience
2. Expand use of data and analytics
3. Support multichannel delivery
4. Embrace open banking
5. Build FinTech partnerships
6. Explore advanced technologies
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1. Improve the Customer Experience

Redesign your 
mobile and online 
banking platforms, 
removing steps that 
create friction, 
removing the need 
for customers to 
enter a branch
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Bank of America - Erica
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2. Expand Use of Data and Analytics

Break down the barriers within your organization that 
perpetuate data silos. Only after silos are eliminated 
can advanced analytics be the most effective. 
Establish a data analytics function or partner with an 

outside organization to provide help in improving the 
actionability of your data. 
Replace timed marketing “programs” with ongoing 

marketing “processes,” leveraging real-time data to 
take advantage of immediate opportunities. 
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Data and Analytics - Example

A Florida community bank implemented its Customer 
Lifetime Value (CLTV) data analytics program in early 
2016. The CLTV program provides insights that the 
bank uses to enhance its strategic decision-making, 
such as creating more targeted marketing campaigns 
or optimizing its branch network. The bank shares 
those insights with its frontline associates to help 
them strengthen customer relationships.
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Data and Analytics - Example
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3. Support Multi-Channel Delivery

Implement a 
teaching platform 
within branches 
that assists 
visitors with the 
use of digital 
technology. 
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This San Francisco-based startup has raised $45million in Series B funding in 
January 2018, taking the total funds raised to date to $78.4M 22
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4. Embrace Open Banking

 Review existing data privacy 
mandates and potential changes, 
determining the risk/benefit 
appetite for new marketplace 
opportunities

 Explore data-sharing possibility 
with FinTech and non-financial 
services firms to be prepared for 
imminent changes

 Build an API strategy for both 
third-party data access and 
potential service offerings outside 
the traditional banking ecosystem 
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Example – Cross River (Teaneck, N.J)

“Cross River adopts an API-first strategy. This includes access 
to payment rails, automated solutions, core processing 
functionalities, payment gateways, sub-account ledgers, 
reconciliation modules, etc. [It] allows the company to bring 
products and services to market faster.
“We encourage all banks to challenge the status quo of the 
core processing environment and explore API-driven products 
and services. … The next wave of innovation is more exciting 
than ever.”
- Gilles Gade, President and CEO 
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Example – CBW Bank (Weir, KS)

 CBW Bank developed and implemented an API-enabled digital banking 
platform that facilitates real-time, contextual and conditional payments 
across multiple channels, effectively modernizing conventional 
approaches to payments and digital banking.

 The bank leverages 500+ modern APIs to integrate endless connection 
points into its digital banking platform, which gives users access to 
multiple payment networks and channels. This supports interoperability 
between multiple financial institutions, programs, product combinations 
and accounts, regardless of the system. As a result, CBW Bank is able to 
use its technology to create solutions that meet the needs of consumers 
and benefit a wide range of business verticals.
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5. Build FinTech Partnerships

 Foster a top-down culture of innovation, testing, and 
understanding the digital consumer. 

 Investigate partnerships and/or collaboration with FinTech 
firms for products and processes not currently possible within 
the banking organization. 

Replace all or a portion of legacy systems, integrating new 
technologies while embracing an agile IT culture. This action 
step has been put on the back burner for years, which is 
hurting many organizations. 

Consider having an online lender power the organization’s 
online loan application to use an online lender’s credit model 
to better underwrite and service bank loan applications. 
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FinTech and Community Banks Are a Perfect 
Match!
More than 80% of community banks say* they would like 

to learn about FinTech/RegTech and how to collaborate
Lower cost + better brand = a win-win

• For banks, enhanced mobile capabilities and lower capital 
and operating costs are the benefits of collaborating with 
FinTech firms. For FinTech firms, market credibility and 
access to customers are the main benefits of partnering 
with banks.

Education and awareness is the right first step, but what 
next?

* Survey by Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP
27
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SIMPLE – Acquired by BBVA for $117million
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Engage early on:
Start 

conversations, 
educate, create 

awareness

Continued 
engagement: ideal 

time for 
collaborations

Hybrid business 
models co-exist 
with disruptors

29

What is Your Strategy?
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These FinTech Companies are Changing 
Landscape of Banking
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Acorns – Backed by World-Class Investors 
and Advisors
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High-Level Challenges

Data security
• Both banks and FinTech companies are highly sensitive to the 
ways in which data is shared and secured. This means extra 
attention must be paid to cybersecurity when the two sides 
collaborate—especially given the cultural mismatch that can 
exist between them. Despite the optimism among banks for 
collaboration, preparedness is a large concern.

Regulatory concerns
• For banks and FinTech firms, structuring relationships that are 
regulatory compliant, including, if required, prior regulatory 
approval, is critical to ensuring success and the opportunity to 
change the way financial services are ultimately delivered.
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“Technology will determine the success 
or failure of banks going forward”

Thomas Curry
Comptroller of the Currency (2012-2017)
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6. Explore Advanced Technologies

As quickly as past technologies have become the 
norm, a new wave of emerging technologies will 
combine digital technologies and the power of data to 
set new standards. Consider investing in exploring 
the following:

•Artificial intelligence
•Blockchain
•The Internet of Things (IoT)
•Augmented reality
•Virtual reality
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Technologies to Watch and Learn – Blockchain
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Questions

Girish Ramachandra
Senior Manager

gmramachandra@wipfli.com
630.492.7117

www.wipfli.com
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www.wipfli.com/fi
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